# Gazetteer of Holland

**MAP SERIES—G.S.G.S. 4042, Northwest Europe, 1:250,000 and G.S.G.S. 4346, Germany, 1:250,000.**

(this gazetteer, which covers the whole of Holland, has been compiled by C.I.U. from sheets of G.S.G.S. 4042 and G.S.G.S. 4346.

All place names, as well as water and other physical feature names, appearing on the relevant sheets of G.S.G.S. 4042 and G.S.G.S. 4346 are listed in alphabetical order. Larger towns are printed in capitals. Distinction between places of the same name has normally been made by adding the names of the largest towns in brackets after those of the places concerned.

References are to the 10 by 10 kilometre grid squares (squares of 4 by 4 centimetres on the map) in which names appear. Each reference consists of the map sheet number, then a stroke, followed by the grid letter, then by the easting and northing grid number of the south-west corner of the relevant square on the map. E.g. Aaldonk appears on G.S.G.S. 4042, sheet 2A within the area of the grid letter `E` and within the grid square whose south-west corner is the intersection of the `7` easting (vertical) and the `4` northing (horizontal) grid lines.

Distinction between sheets of the two different map series is shown by references to G.S.G.S. 4042 being in the following type 3B/Y95 and those to G.S.G.S. 4346 in bold type, thus K53/V22.

| Alteveer | Biiem | Baambrugge | Baar | Baardwijk | Baarle-Nassau | Baarlo | Baarlo **a** | Baarlo **b** | Baarlo **c** | Baarlo **d** | Baarlo **e** | Baarlo **f** | Baarlo **g** | Baarlo **h** | Baarlo **i** | Baarlo **j** | Baarlo **k** | Baarlo **l** | Baarlo **m** | Baarlo **n** | Baarlo **o** | Baarlo **p** | Baarlo **q** | Baarlo **r** | Baarlo **s** | Baarlo **t** | Baarlo **u** | Baarlo **v** | Baarlo **w** | Baarlo **x** | Baarlo **y** | Baarlo **z** |
|----------|-------|------------|-----|-----------|--------------|-------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|